ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Microarrays have been introduced as powerful tools that can efficiently screen a large number of genes. The typical result of a microarray experiment is a number of gene expression profiles, which in turn are used to generate hypotheses and locate effects on many, perhaps unrelated, pathways. This is a typical hypothesis-generating experiment. For this purpose, it is best to use comprehensive microarrays that represent as many genes of an organism as possible. Currently, such arrays include tens of thousands of genes. For example, the HG-U133 Set from Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA) contains 44 928 probes that represent 42 676 unique sequences from GenBank ® database corresponding to 28 036 UniGene clusters.
Typically, after conducting a microarray experiment, one would select a small number of genes (e.g., that are found to be differentially expressed. These genes are analyzed from a functional point of view, either going through online databases manually or by using an automated data mining tool such as Onto-Express (1, 2) . This step identifies the biological processes, molecular functions, biochemical functions, and pathways impacted in the condition under study and generates specific hypotheses involving them. In many cases, only a small number of pathways are identified, and the next logical step is to focus on these specific pathways.
In many cases, it is desirable to construct a molecular classifier that can diagnose or classify samples into different categories based on their gene expression profiles (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . This involves a training process that suffers from a "curse of dimensionality" (10) , which refers to the fact that the difficulty of building such a classifier increases exponentially with the dimensionality of the problem (i.e., the number of genes involved). Furthermore, constructing a classifier requires many more training examples (samples or patients) than variables (genes). Both issues strongly suggest that the number of genes used to build the classifier has to be reduced to a minimum. In other words, it is best if the set of genes is restricted to strictly relevant genes.
Therefore, focusing on a smaller number of genes is both the logical step that follows the initial screening experiment that generated the hypotheses as well as a required step if molecular classifiers are to be constructed. Unlike the first step of an exploratory search in which the hypotheses are generated, the second steps should be a "hypothesis-driven experiment" in which directed experiments are performed to test a small number of very specific hypotheses. However, specific hypotheses and a small number of pathways may still involve hundreds of genes. This is still too many for reverse transcription PCRs, Western blotting, or other gene-specific techniques, so the microarray technology is still the preferred approach.
Many commercial microarray manufacturers have realized the need for and have started to offer focused arrays. For instance, BD Biosciences Clontech (San Jose, CA, USA) currently sells focused human microarrays for the investigation of the cardiovascular system, cell cycle, cell interaction, cytokines/receptors, hematology, neurobiology, oncogenes, stress, toxicology, and tumors. Many other companies have followed the same trend and offered focused arrays (e.g., PerkinElmer [Boston, MA, USA], Takara Bio [Shiga, Japan], SuperArray [Frederick, MD, USA], and Sigma-Genosys [The Woodlands, TX, USA]). Literally tens of focused arrays are available on the market with several companies offering customized arrays for the same pathways. Typically, a focused array includes a few hundred genes covering the biological mechanism(s) of choice. However, two microarrays produced by different companies are extremely unlikely to use the same set of genes. Consequently, various pathways will be represented to various degrees on different arrays even if the arrays are all designed to investigate the same biological mechanisms. This is an unavoidable functional bias. Such a bias will be associated with each and all arrays that include less than the full genome of a given organism.
The general criteria used to select an array include several categories. One category is the availability of a particular array. For instance, one laboratory or core facility may have certain arrays readily available because they have been purchased in a larger lot, or because they remained from previous experiments. Another important criterion is cost. Even if the cost of the array itself is a relatively small component of the overall cost of the experiment, smaller arrays do tend to cost less, and spending more money for a larger array is usually expected to be associated with a benefit. Another set of factors influencing the choice of the array is related to technological preferences. For instance, a researcher might prefer cDNA to oligonucleotide arrays, filters to glass, and so on. Finally, the choice might be influenced by data analysis issues. For instance, certain normalization techniques, such as dividing by the mean of all genes on a given array, assume that most genes do not change. This is probably true for an array containing thousands of genes but may not be true for a smaller array. Furthermore, the data analysis may be easier and more reliable if fewer genes are present on the array. Considerably fewer genes means fewer difficulties related to correction for multiple experiments in statistical hypothesis testing, much less computation in model fitting (e.g., expectation maximization approaches), less of a curse of dimensionality in the construction of a classifier for diagnosis purposes and in general a better ratio between number of dimensions (number of genes) and number of data points (mRNA samples).
The interplay of these factors eventually decides the choice of the array when, in fact, the choice of the array should be made primarily based on the scientific question at hand. If array A contains 10 000 genes but only 80 are related to a given pathway and array B contains only 400 genes but 200 of them are related to the pathway of interest, the experiment may provide more information if performed with array B instead of A. Furthermore, using a smaller array can also translate into significant cost savings. Since an array can contain thousands of probes and a typical user would compare several arrays at once, annotating the probes and comparing the arrays becomes a daunting computational task. We built a tool, Onto-Compare, that allows a researcher to perform this task in a fast and convenient way using terms from the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium (11, 12) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To assess the biological bias of various arrays, we designed and implemented a custom database. This Onto-Compare database was populated with data collected from several online databases, as well as lists of genes (GenBank accession numbers) for each microarray as provided by their manufacturers. From the list of accession numbers, a list of unique UniGene cluster identifiers is prepared for each microarray, and then a list of LocusLink identifiers is created for each microarray in our database. UniGene is a system for automatically partitioning GenBank mRNA sequences and expressed sequence tags (ESTs), into a nonredundant set of gene-oriented clusters with identical 3' untranslated regions (3′ UTRs) (13) . LocusLink 56 Microarrays in Cancer R RE ES SE EA AR RC CH H R RE EP PO OR RT T (14) is a database of official gene names and other gene identifiers. Each locus in the LocusLink database is annotated using ontologies from the GO Consortium (15) and ontologies from other researchers and companies. The GO Consortium provides ontologies for biological processes, molecular function, and cellular components. The data from these databases and gene lists are parsed and entered into our Onto-Compare relational database. The Onto-Compare database is implemented in Oracle ® using a schema designed to allow for efficient querying. A group of Java programs and Perl routines are used to download, parse, and enter the data into the Onto-Compare database as well as to update the database on a regular basis (currently done every two months) with minimal human intervention.
After creating a list of locus identifiers for each array, the list is used to generate the following profiles: biochemical functions, biological process, cellular role, cellular component, and molecular function. The profiles for each microarray are stored in the database. The list of genes deposited on a microarray is static, but the annotations for those genes keep changing and are updated automatically, as more information becomes available. A Java program is used to facilitate the update of the database, which recreates these profiles as more information becomes available.
An array can contain thousands of probes and a typical user would compare several arrays at once, so annotating the probes becomes a daunting computational task. For this reason, we precalculate the functional annotations for each array and store the results in the database. Thus, this very time-consuming computation is only done after database updates. During user interaction, the data is merely queried from the database. However, a researcher might choose to use a set of arrays (e.g., the Affymetrix HG-U133 is actually a set of two arrays). To accommodate this, we allow the user to merge arrays and calculate functional profiles of the sets of arrays. Since a user can merge an arbitrary number of arrays, we cannot realistically precalculate the functional annotation for every possible union of arrays. Thus, this computation is done every time a user merges arrays.
Onto-Compare runs as a Java ® applet in a Web browser on a user computer. The input screen is shown in Figure 1 . The results are presented as a table, in which the first column displays an ontology term and the rest of the columns corresponds to one of the arrays from the set of selected arrays (see Figure 2) . The first row of the table represents the total number of unique GenBank sequences represented on each of the selected arrays. For each ontology term, Onto-Compare displays the total number of unique GenBank sequences found on each of the selected array. Onto-Compare also displays the total number of unique UniGene clusters found on each of the selected arrays for each ontology term in square brackets. Clicking an array name sorts the entire table by the total number of sequences for that array. Clicking on a value for total number of sequences, displays accession numbers of the sequences, their corresponding cluster ID and locus ID along with the cluster's official gene symbol. Biological processes such as induction of apoptosis and molecular functions such as caspases and tumor necrosis are almost equally represented on each of the chips, but none of the interleukins are represented on BD Biosciences Clontech or PerkinElmer microarrays. Processes such as immune response, cell-cell signaling, cell surface receptor linked signal transduction are better represented on the Sigma-Genosys array. Processes such as cell cycle control, oncogenesis, and negative control of cell proliferation are better represented on the BD Biosciences Clontech array. The numbers represent sequences present on the arrays; the numbers in brackets represent distinct UniGene clusters.
Table 1. A Comparison of Three Apoptosis-Specific Microarrays
Selecting check boxes and then clicking "show selected functions" only displays the selected terms. The user can merge two or more arrays, by selecting the check boxes next to the array names and clicking the "merge selected arrays" button.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the utility of Onto-Compare, we can consider the example of an anticancer drug candidate that inhibits bcl2, which is an anti-apoptotic factor. The drug candidate was obtained from a large-scale screening so the exact mechanism through which this drug promotes apoptosis is not yet known. We would like to use a microarray approach to study the interaction between the various genes and their respective proteins on the apoptotic pathway as this pathway is affected by the drug. This is typical example of a hypothesis-driven research. We have strong reasons to believe that a certain pathway or a cellular mechanism is involved and we would like to focus our experiments on it.
There are several companies that provide arrays designed for research involving apoptosis. The Atlas human apoptosis array contains probes for 206 UniGene clusters; the MICRO-MAX human apoptosis microarray contains probes for 324 UniGene clusters, and the Panorama human apoptosis microarray contains probes for 198 UniGene clusters. There are 74 clusters common among all arrays. There are 167 clusters common between the Atlas and MICROMAX arrays, 92 clusters common between MICROMAX and Panorama arrays, and 82 clusters common between Atlas and Panorama arrays. Comparison of these three apoptosis-specific arrays using Onto-Compare is shown in Table 1 . A biological process such as induction of apoptosis and a molecular function such as caspases are clearly relevant to the apoptosis (16) (17) (18) . Indeed, the table shows that all three arrays have similar numbers of genes representing induction of apoptosis, caspases, and tumor necrosis factor receptors. Various interleukins are also reported to be mechanistically associated with apoptosis at both protein and gene levels (19) (20) (21) . However, neither the Atlas nor the MICROMAX microarrays contains any interleukin-related genes. On the other hand, the Panorama human apoptosis microarray contains 14 genes related to various interleukins. Clearly, among the 3 arrays considered, the Panorama would be a better choice for testing any hypothesis involving the role of interleukins in apoptosis. Other processes such as immune response, cell-cell signaling, and cell surface receptor linked signal transduction are also better represented on the Panorama array. However, it is important to emphasize that the Panorama array is not necessarily better than the other two arrays. In fact, since the Panorama and the Atlas arrays have almost the same number of genes, there must exist some functional categories that are better represented on the Atlas array. Examples include processes such as cell cycle control, oncogenesis, and negative control of cell proliferation.
As another example, we compared commercially available oncogene arrays. Such arrays are available from BD Biosciences Clontech (Atlas Select human oncogene 7831-1 and human oncogene/tumor suppressor 7745-1), PerkinElmer, and SuperArray. The numbers of distinct sequences available on these arrays are 514, 199, 335, and 26, respectively. A comparison between these arrays is shown in Table 2 . It is interesting to note that the MICROMAX oncogene array contains 73 sequences (71 UniGene clusters) related to oncogenesis. At the same time, the Atlas Select oncogene array contains only 22 sequences (21 UniGene clusters) representing the same biological process. The results are remarkable in light of the fact that that the MICROMAX oncogene array contains only 335 genes compared to the Atlas Select oncogene array, which contains 514 genes. The same holds true for protein phosphorylation represented by 19 genes on the MI-CROMAX oncogene array and 6 genes on the Atlas Select oncogene array and negative control of cell proliferation represented by 15 genes on the MICROMAX oncogene array and only 6 genes on the Atlas Select oncogene array.
Finally, we performed another analysis in which we contemplated the use of both Atlas Select oncogene and tumor suppressor as a two-array solution and compared this selection of genes with the genes used on the MICROMAX oncogene array. Note that when sets of arrays are used, many genes may be present on more than one array. Thus, the coverage of a given pathway or biological process cannot be inferred by simply summing the number of genes covering the given pathway on each array. A comparison of the BD Biosciences Clontech set of arrays (Atlas Select human oncogene 7831-1 and human oncogene/ tumor suppressor 7745-1) with the PerkinElmer, and SuperArray (human cancer/oncogene) arrays. When the two BD Biosciences Clontech arrays are used together, there is a good representation of general signal transduction, protein phosphorylation, and negative control of cell proliferation. However, oncogenesis is still better represented on the PerkinElmer array. The numbers represent sequences present on the arrays; the numbers in brackets represent distinct UniGene clusters. The examples above show that each array or set of arrays has a certain biological bias. These examples should not be interpreted as proving that one particular array is better or worse than other similar arrays. However, these examples do show that in those situations in which a certain hypothesis exist, the choice of the array must be made based on a comprehensive functional analysis of the biological processes, biochemical functions, cellular components, and chromosomal locations of the genes represented on each of the arrays considered.
CONCLUSION
The first step of an experiment involving microarrays will probably be exploratory, aimed at generating hypotheses. Comprehensive arrays including as many genes as possible are useful at this stage. In most cases, the hypothesis-generating phase will be followed by successive steps of focused research. Such hypothesis-driven research often concentrates on a few biological mechanisms and pathways. However, even a single biological mechanism may still involve hundreds of genes that may make the microarray approach the preferred tactic. If microarrays are to be involved in any follow-up, focused, hypothesis-driven research, we argue that one should use the array(s) that best represent the corresponding pathways. Functional analysis can suggest the best array or set of arrays to be used to test a given hypothesis. This can be accomplished by analyzing the list of genes on all existing arrays and providing information about the pathways, biological mechanisms, and molecular functions represented by the genes on each array. Onto-Compare is a tool that allows such comparisons. This tool is available at http:// vortex.cs.wayne.edu/Projects.html.
